iota Outdoors solves problems. Problems that some might consider small but make significant differences when resolved. We refuse to be an industry me-too, and we will only release a rifle accessory that proves to provide cutting-edge solutions for hunters or shooters. Our anti-cant devices, scope mounts and rifle stocks were invented for the inventors – outdoorsmen who identify ways to enhance their shooting experience with modern technology and creative thinking.

"The iota Nomad ring and base combo scope mounts are not only innovative, they are simply put, the most well designed and engineered scope mounts on the planet."

GUY EASTMAN
Eastmans’ Hunting Journals

"iota Outdoors has a full suite of very innovative products."

THOMAS GOMEZ
The Firearm Blog

"After using the Triad ZL rings for many days in the field, I absolutely love them. Having the ability to illuminate my turrets and level is a luxury I never knew I was missing."

JUSTIN HYER
Long Range Hunting Online Magazine
The KLUTCH is a bold new PRS style stock designed with the competition shooter in mind. Every detail about the KLUTCH is meant to enhance accuracy at the range. A wide forend rests solidly on the bench, thumb recesses at the grip help reduce torque and maintain proper form, and the ergonomic adjustable cheek piece offers a precision fit and enhanced comfort. Custom machined pillars maintain proper action and bottom metal dimensions, reducing stock fatigue and maintaining accuracy. The KLUTCH is offered in a matte texture with molded in colors and ports, and it is hand laid for a premium quality and look for which iota stocks have become known.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **OVERALL LENGTH OF STOCK:** 31.5”
- **APPROX STANDARD FILL WEIGHT:** 3 lbs
- **with Limbsaver iota pad**
- **MAX DIAMETER ACTION AREA:** 1.365”
- **DEPTH OF ACTION AREA:** 1.735”
- **MAX FOREARM WIDTH:** 2.4”
- **GRIP WIDTH:** 1.8”
- **BUTTSTOCK WIDTH:** 1.57”
- **LENGTH OF PULL w/IOTA PAD:** 13.5” - 14.5”
- **DROP AT COMB:** Adjustable Cheek Piece

**AVAILABLE OPTIONS:**

- **COLORS:** Sentinel Green | Citadel Grey | Gobi Tan
  Custom colors available upon request
- **APPLICATION:** Remington 700/Stiller | Stiller Tac 338
- **ACTION LENGTH:** Short Action | Long Action
- **BOTTOM METAL:** BDL | MS
- **BARREL CONTOUR:** Sendero Light | Standard Sendero | Proof Sendero | Palma
The **KRUX** is a composite rifle stock that combines key features from both hunter and shooter stock designs, creating one multifunctional precision stock for a wide range of experiences. A carbon fiber reinforced composite mold maximizes the rifle stock’s strength under compression of a fully equipped rifle. Custom machined pillars maintain proper action and bottom metal dimensions, reducing stock fatigue and maintaining accuracy. The **KRUX** is offered in a matte texture with a variety of molded in color schemes and molded in ports, then hand laid for a premium quality and look.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- OVERALL LENGTH OF STOCK: 31.5”
- APPROX STANDARD FILL WEIGHT: 2.5 lbs
- with Limbsaver iota pad
- MAX DIAMETER ACTION AREA: 1.368”
- DEPTH OF ACTION AREA: 1.735”
- MAX FOREARM WIDTH: 2.271”
- GRIP WIDTH: 1.72”
- BUTTSTOCK WIDTH: 1.57”
- MAX L.O.P. WITH iOTA PAD: 14.5”
- DROP AT COMB: 2/5”

**APPLICATION:**
- Remington 700/Stiller
- Stiller Tac 338

**COLORS:**
- Sentinel Green
- Citadel Grey
- Gobi Tan
- Custom colors available upon request

**BARREL CONTOUR:**
- Sendero Light
- Standard Sendero
- Proof Sendero
- Palma

Weighting in at a mere 27 ounces, and only 28” in length, the **KRUX** is the perfect stock for a backcountry rifle build. The low-profile composite rifle stock is sleek and agile. A carbon fiber reinforced composite mold maximizes the rifle stock’s strength under compression of a fully equipped rifle. As with all iota stocks, custom machined pillars maintain proper action and bottom metal dimensions, reducing stock fatigue and maintaining accuracy. The **KRUX** is hand laid for a premium quality and look and is offered in a matte texture with molded in colors and ports.
FIN
Low profile anti-cant device

A 6 degree cant can move shot placement up to 4.7” at 500 yards. Installing a quality level on your rifle platform is crucial to your long range success. The FIN places the level indicator directly in your line of sight – which means never having to take your eye off the target. FIN – your rifle is complete.

ZEROLIGHT
Anti-cant device featuring turret and level illumination

Make critical scope turret adjustments and horizontal axis corrections in low-light and no-light conditions with iota ZEROLIGHT, a revolutionary patented anti-cant device featuring LED illumination. Mounted to your rifle scope, the device’s contoured design is engineered to easily adjust for accurate positioning. A baffled-channel system navigates the LED light, guiding it through tunnels to directly illuminate both the elevation and windage turret marks and the anti-cant level. Experience the advantage when you add ZEROLIGHT to your rifle system.

SPECIFICATIONS:

MATERIAL: Anodized 6061-T6 Aluminum

SIZES: 30 mm | 1 inch

SPECIFICATIONS:

MATERIAL: Anodized 6061-T6 Aluminum

SIZES: 30 mm | 34 mm | 1 inch
A reinvented ring-base combo scope mounting system featuring under-angled screws and patented ZEROLIGHT technology. The under-angled screw design reduces corrosion from the condensation and dust that collects in the sockets of the typical top-down screws on other scope rings. A built-in anti-cant helps to correct inaccurate shot placement due to the canting of the rifle platform, and ZEROLIGHT technology in the rear ring of the Nomad ZL illuminates the rifle turrets & level for enhanced accuracy in low-light conditions.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

**MATERIAL:** Anodized 6061-T6 Aluminum

**APPLICATION:** Remington 700 | Savage

**SIZE:** 30 mm Low, Med

**RING HEIGHTS:**
- 30 mm Rem Low - Front: 0.993", Rear: 0.993"
- 30 mm Rem Med - Front: 1.09”, Rear: 1.21”
- 30 mm Savage Low - 0.993” | 30 mm Savage Medium - 1.09”

**TRIAD ZL**

Eliminate industry accepted tolerances in your scope platform with the TRIAD ZL — a patented Picatinny scope mounting system. Interchangeable key inserts (+.0035, nominal, -.0035) fit into the slots of the Picatinny rail, and the individual scope mount locks onto the chosen key insert to create a perfect fit, completely eliminating back-and-forth movement of the scope. The TRIAD ZL is machined with an exclusive under-cut wedge design while the downward pointing screws limit dirt and rust build-up. Patented ZEROLIGHT technology in the rear ring illuminates your level and turrets for enhanced accuracy in low-light shooting conditions.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

**MATERIAL:** Anodized 6061-T6 Aluminum

**SIZES:** 30 mm Med, High | 34 mm Low, High

**RING HEIGHTS:**
- 34 mm Low - 0.913” | 34 mm High - 1.2”

*also available with standard tops